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THE ADJOINT ARC IN NONSMOOTH OPTIMIZATION

PHILIP D. LOEWEN AND R. T. ROCKAFELLAR

Abstract. We extend the theory of necessary conditions for nonsmooth prob-

lems of Bolza in three ways: first, we incorporate state constraints of the intrinsic

type x(t) € X(t) for all t ; second, we make no assumption of calmness or nor-

mality; and third, we show that a single adjoint function of bounded variation

simultaneously satisfies the Hamiltonian inclusion, the Euler-Lagrange inclu-

sion, and the Weierstrass-Pontryagin maximum condition, along with the usual

transversality relations.

1. Introduction

In this paper we refine the necessary conditions for optimality in the following

nonsmooth problem of dynamic optimization:

A[x] := l(x(a), x(b)) + f L(t, x(t), x(t)) dt
Ja

xeAC([a,b];R") ,

x(t) eF(t,x(t))   a.e.í6[fl,¿],

x(t)eX(t)   Vte[a,b],

(x(a), x(b)) e S.

This problem involves the constrained minimization of a continuous Bolza func-

tional A over the space of absolutely continuous functions x carrying the given

interval [a, b] into R" . The constraints are typical of those in optimal control:

they are the dynamic constraint x(t) e F(t, x(t)) a.e. t e [a, b] ; the state con-

straint x(t) e X(t) V7 e [a, b] ; and the endpoint constraint (x(a), x(b)) e S.

The range of problems that fit into this general framework is very broad (see

Clarke [5] for examples).

Our main result, stated below as Theorem 1.1, provides necessary conditions

for optimality in (P) which represent a threefold advance in the state of the

art. First, they allow a cost functional A involving an integral term without

imposing any constraint qualification such as normality or calmness. In the case
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where L = 0, our problem is closely related to the extensively studied differ-

ential inclusion problem, for which necessary conditions without calmness are

already available ([2]; see §2). The traditional approach to (P) has been to re-

duce it to the case L = 0 through the introduction of an auxiliary state variable:

we take this approach too, but give a sufficiently careful analysis of the result-

ing differential inclusion problem to exploit this reduction without sacrificing

the generality of the original problem. It is not surprising that this is possible,

since the functional A and the multifunction F are Lipschitzian; however, we

believe that this useful observation has not appeared in print before.

Second, our formulation of problem (P) features an intrinsic representa-

tion of all the problem's constraints. We regard the state x e R" and its

evolution x(-) as the fundamental quantities of interest, and therefore write

down the constraints on x(-) without any reference to such parametrizations as

0(x(a), x(b)) < 0, say, for the endpoint constraints. (A satisfactory treatment

of problems whose velocity constraint is described intrinsically by a differential

inclusion is one of the principal accomplishments of nonsmooth analysis.) In

particular, we represent the problem's state constraints in the inclusion form

x(t) e X(t) for all t e [a, b], where X(t) is a closed set whose time depen-

dence may be rather general. This representation removes some arbitrariness

from the statement of the problem, and gives rise to necessary conditions whose

significance is more transparent. Our results make explicit the common intuitive

understanding that the influence of state constraints is reflected in the possibility

of jumps in the adjoint function. Thus we consider adjoint functions ("arcs")

p of bounded variation, whose jumps (or, more precisely, departures from abso-

lute continuity) occur at instants when the state constraint acts upon the optimal

solution, when they drive the adjoint function in the direction of an "outward

normal" to the state constraint set X(t). (If x(t) e intX(t) for all t in some

open interval /, then the only outward normal vector is 0, and it follows that p

is absolutely continuous on /.) We note that two functions px, p2 of bounded

variation are indistinguishable if px(t-) = P2(t-) and px(t+) = P2(t+) for all

t e (a, b), while px(a) = p2(a) and px(b) = p2(b). Indistinguishability is an

equivalence relation on the set of functions with bounded variation on [a, b],

and the corresponding set of equivalence classes forms the vector space denoted

by BV([<2, b] ; E"). The "outward normal jump condition" mentioned above

asserts, in the case where the sets X(t) are convex, that

the singular part of dp is Nx,Jx(t))-valued.

(Here N denotes the usual normal cone of convex analysis.) This implies, for

example, that any simple discontinuity in the adjoint function p must be such

that the jump vector p(t+) -p(t-) is an outward normal to the state constraint

set X(t) at the position x(t).

The third, and most significant, advance reported here is a unification of three

types of necessary conditions, whose forms are inspired by the classical condi-

tions of Euler, Hamilton, and Weierstrass.  Whereas the Hamiltonian system
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and the Euler equation are equivalent in the classical calculus of variations and

in some smooth control problems (under suitable hypotheses), this equivalence

does not persist in the nonsmooth case. And although necessary conditions for

nonsmooth problems have been given in all three of the forms described here,

ours is the first work to produce a single adjoint arc which plays all three roles

simultaneously.

We now state our main result, although some of the terms in its statement,

particularly N(t, x), will not be defined until §2. The maximized Hamiltonian

Hx is defined as follows, for all X > 0 :

Hx(t, x,p) :=max{(p, v) -XL(t, x, v) : v e F(t, x)}.

The hypotheses mentioned in the statement below are given in the early stages

of §§2 and 3; the proof occupies §§3 and 4.

1.1. Theorem. Assume (H1)-(H7). Let x solve problem (P). Assume the con-

straint qualification

(CQ) N(t, x(t)) is pointed, for each te [a, b].

Then there exist a constant X e {0, 1} and a function p e BV([a, b]\ E"),

not both zero, together with an integrable selection u(t) e N(t, x(t)) for all

t e [a, b], such that for almost all t e [a, b],

(a) (-p(t) +1/(0, *(*)) e dHx(t, x(t), p(t)) ;

(b) (p(t) - I/(í), P(t)) e XdL(t, X(t), *(0) + ^OrFC*,-)(*<') > *(')) ;

(c) p(t) e XdvL(t, x(t),t(t)) + NF{t-{t))0c(t)).

Moreover,

(d) (p(a), -p(b)) e Xdl(x(a), x(b)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)) ;
(e) the singular part of dp is N(t, x(t))-valued, and in particular is sup-

ported on the set

{t : N(t,x(t)) / {0}} = {te[a,b]: (t, x(t)) e bdryGrA(-)}.

Note that inclusion (a) is the usual Hamiltonian inclusion; inclusion (b) is

the Euler inclusion; and inclusion (c) is the appropriate analogue of the clas-

sical Weierstrass condition and the maximum principle of Pontryagin. (The

generalized gradients appearing in (a) and (b) refer to the last two components

only.) Taken independently, inclusions (a) and (b) are equivalent to the more

suggestive inclusions

(-p(t), x(t)) e dHx(t, x(t), p(t)) - N't, x(t)) x {0},

(p(t) y Pit)) € a«3L(í , x(t), *(0) + NGrF(tr)(x(t), *(í» + Nit, x(t)) x {0}.

(A proof of this fact may be based on the results in [16].) However, the state-

ment of Theorem 1.1 asserts that the same selection u(t) from the multifunc-

tion t ={ 7V(r, x(t)) satisfies both of these inclusions at once.
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The Generalized Problem of Bolza. It is instructive to compare our problem (P)

with the more comprehensive Generalized Problem of Bolza, which is to

(P[) minimize Ax[x]:= Ix(x(a), x(b))+      Lx(t, x(t), x(t))dt
Ja

over all x e AC([a, b];R"). The key feature of (P,) is that the functions

lx and Lx are allowed to take values in E u {+cxd} , and that the objective

value -hoc may be used to incorporate constraints directly into the objective

functional. For example, our problem (P) may be put into this form by setting

(for X > 0 )

lx(x,y):=Xl(x,y) + Vs(x,y),

Lx(t,x,v) := XL(t, x, v) + x¥GlF{t.)(x, v) + x¥x{t)(x).

When X(t) = E" , this reduction leads to an instance of (P,) which satisfies the

usual hypotheses imposed on the Generalized Problem of Bolza, as described

in [2, Chapter IV]. A transition in the opposite direction is also possible, of

course: when confronted with (Pj), we need only define

F(t, x) := domL^f, x, •),

A(0:=U{domLi(r' •'v) : "eR"}'

S := dom/j(-, •),

to deduce from (1.1) (with X = 1 ) the definitions of the finite-valued functions

/ and L needed to recast (P,) in the form of (P). However, this latter reduction

does not allow us to treat the Generalized Problem of Bolza completely, since

our analysis of (P) relies upon the assumption that the finite functions / and

L, along with the multifunction F , are Lipschitzian.

It is possible to remove our structural assumptions and give a result analo-

gous to Theorem 1.1 for the Generalized Problem of Bolza, provided that state

constraints are absent and the problem is calm. These conditions are among

the standing hypotheses in [2, Chapter IV]: if we place ourselves in that context,

then our results may be combined with Clarke's arguments to yield Theorem 1.2

below. In its statement, we write Hx(t, x,p) := sup{(/> , v) -Lx(t, x,v): v e

E"} : note that this definition is consistent with our earlier notation in the con-

text of problem (P), the link being furnished by (1.1).

1.2. Theorem. Let the data of (P,) satisfy the hypotheses of [2, Chapter IV].

Suppose that the arc x solves (P,), and that (P,) is calm at x. Then there

exists an absolutely continuous function p: [a, b] —> R" such that for almost all

t e [a, b],

(a) (-p(t),1c(t))edHx(t,x(t),Pit));
(b) (p(t),p(t))edLx(t,x(t),x(t));

(c) P(t)edvLx(t,x(t),x(t)).

Moreover,

(d) (p(a),-p(b))edlx(x(a),x(b))-
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Returning to our original problem, let us suppose that an arc x solves (P). If

state constraints are absent ( X(t) = En ) and (P) is calm at x, then the reformu-

lation of (P) as (Pj) sponsored by (1.1) allows us to apply Theorem 1.2 instead

of Theorem 1.1. This may lead to necessary conditions which are sharper than

those of Theorem 1.1. In conclusion (b), for example, Theorem 1.1 states

(1.2) (p, p) e 3L(t,x, t) + d¥Grf(,.>(*, x),

while Theorem 1.2 asserts

(1.3) (p,p)ed[L(t,.,.) + VGrF[tr)](x,x-).

In general, the right side of (1.3) is a subset of that in (1.2), although equality

prevails in certain important cases. It is natural to ask to what extent this

sharpening of Theorem 1.1 remains valid when state constraints are retained

and the calmness condition is abandoned. For example, when can conclusions

(a)-(d) of Theorem 1.1 be replaced by the generally sharper conditions (a')-(d')

below?

(a') (-p(t) + v(t), t(t)) e dHx(t, x(t), p(t)) ;

(b') (p(t)-u(t),p(t))edLx(t,x(t),x(t))\

(c) pedvLx(t,x(t),x-(t));

(d') (p(a),-p(b))edlx(x(a),x(b)).

And how must these conditions be modified if /, L, and F are not assumed

to be Lipschitz?

Comments on the literature. Part of the motivation for the research reported

here comes from the extensive and relatively complete theory of necessary con-

ditions available for the "convex case" of the Generalized Problem of Bolza

(P,). This theory, put forward by Rockafellar in [12, 13, 14, 19], requires that

the extended-valued mappings lx and Lx(t, -, •) be convex. The desire to give

the problem's constraints an intrinsic representation and the need to consider

adjoint arcs of bounded variation are clearly evident in Rockafellar's work; in-

deed, each of the necessary conditions in Theorem 1.1 has a precursor in [14]

or [12].

In the current paper, we assume only that the map L(t, x, -) and the sets

F(t, x) are convex: this reduced hypothesis is the current standard, and its

widespread acceptance is firmly grounded upon its near necessity for existence

theory. However, the full power of Clarke's nonsmooth analysis is required

to treat the resulting version of (P), and Clarke's methods and results (as set

forth in [2], for example) are fundamental to our approach. In particular, our

development starts by quoting Clarke's Hamiltonian necessary conditions for

the case L = 0 of problem (P). The Euler-Lagrange inclusion may also be

found in Clarke's early work [3], but a satisfactory bridge between the two

types of necessary conditions has remained unfinished until now. (We note that

Raissi studied their relationship in her thesis [9], where she established their

equivalence under certain additional hypotheses.)
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A recent advance in another direction has been Clarke's proof of Hamiltonian

necessary conditions for the Generalized Problem of Bolza in the absence of a

calmness hypothesis [6]. The results presented here also dispense with calmness,

largely by assuming enough Lipschitz continuity to sidestep some of the thorny

technical issues at the heart of [6]. We hope that the explicit consideration of

a Bolza functional in problem (P) will not only be attractive to the users of

our necessary conditions, but will also—in conjunction with [6]—provide some

useful insight into the questions we have raised above.

2. The differential inclusion problem

In this section we review and extend the known necessary conditions for

problem (P) in the case L = 0 : this special case is denoted by (PD). Through-

out this paper, we use only the Euclidean norm and let B denote the open unit

ball in E".

Basic hypotheses. The time interval [a, b] is fixed, along with a relatively open

subset ß of [a, b] x R" having nonempty sections,

0¿nt = {xeRn : (t,x)eQ}   vte[a,b].

The role of the set ß is to allow the consideration of local minimizers in

(PD) : in the problem we study below, the requirement that x(t) e ßf for

all t e [a, b] is an implicit constraint. Throughout this section, we make the

following hypotheses:

(HI) The endpoint functional / is Lipschitz on the closed set S0:= QaxÇlb,

and the local endpoint constraint set ^n^ is closed.

(H2) The multifunction F is J? x 3§ measurable on ß.

(H3) The sets F(t, x) are nonempty, convex, and compact for each (t, x)

in ß ; and there exists a nonnegative function tj>F e Lx[a, b] for which

F(t,x)ç<f>F(t)B       V(i,x)eß.

(H4)- There exists a nonnegative function kF(-) e Lx[a, b] for which one has

the Lipschitz condition

F(t, y) ç F(t, x) + kF(t)\y - x\B      Vf e[a, b], Vx, y e Qt.

(H5) The state constraint multifunction X has closed values X(t) and is

lower semicontinuous on ß, in the sense that for every point (t0, x0) e

Gr X xx ß and for every sequence i, —► t0 , there exists a sequence x¡ —y

x0 satisfying x;. e X(tt) for all i.

State constraint representation. Hypotheses (H1)-(H4) are standard, as is the

assumption that the multifunction X has closed values. Starting with only these

hypotheses, let us show that the additional assumption of lower semicontinuity

in (H5) does not restrict the class of problems to which our results apply. Let

x(-) be any arc admissible for (P0). Then Grx is a compact subset of ß,

so there exists â > 0 such that x(t) + ôB ç ß   for all t e [a, b].  Define
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T := {(t, x) : t e [a, b], \x - x(t)\ < ô} . It is clear that replacing ß by T in

(PD) has no effect on the structure of the problem near x. Having made this

change, we consider the multifunction

7(0:= WO :JC€AC([fl,ô];R"),

|*(f)| < kF(x) a.e. t e [a, b],

x(t) e X(t) xx (x(r) + ÖB) Vt e [a, b]}.

Obviously 7(0 Q X(t) Vf e[a, b]. But it is also true that any arc x admissible

for (Pö) must obey x(0 € 7(0 for all t e [a, b]. Therefore we may write

7 in place of X without altering the set of arcs admissible for (PD). Note,

however, that 7 has closed values and is lower semicontinuous. In making

hypothesis (H5), we are essentially assuming that the state constraint sets X(t)

have been trimmed to contain only those points which are "reachable" in a very

weak sense. This can reasonably be regarded as an aspect of proper formulation

of the problem.

Instead of writing state constraints in the intrinsic form x(t) e X(t), many

authors impose a pointwise inequality of the form

(2.1) g(t,x(t))<0   \/te[a,b]

for some function g: ß —y E. While the formulation (2.1) may be technically

convenient, especially when g is smooth, it has the serious drawback of being

nonintrinsic. In other words, the same constraint can be represented by many

different functions g, and an unsuitable choice may unduly complicate a given

problem. Moreover, the state constraint regions defined by

(2.2) X(t):={xeR" : g(t,x)<0}

may form a multifunction X which fails to be lower semicontinuous. (Con-

sider, for example, the analytic function g(t, x) = sin t sin x.) We prefer the

inclusion formulation both because it is intrinsic, and because the hypothesis of

lower semicontinuity turns out to be useful in itself. On the other hand, once

the state constraint sets X(t) have been identified (either directly or via (2.2)),

the definition g(t, x) := dist(A(0 , x) can be used to harness theoretical results

designed for problems whose state constraints are given in inequality form (2.1).

Indeed, we may regard this choice of g as a canonical representation of the state

constraint in the formulation (2.1). Hypothesis (H5) ensures that the resulting

function g is Lipschitz in x and (jointly) upper semicontinuous in (t, x).

As we saw in the Introduction, jumps in the adjoint function p(-) must be

vectors normal to the state constraint region X(t). In the case where X is

convex-valued, "normality" refers to the usual normal cone of convex analy-

sis. In the general case, where the shapes of X are relatively unrestricted, an

extended notion of normality is required. We describe a suitable candidate

here, first directly, and then in relation to known concepts. Our description

relies upon the notion of "graphical closure": recall that given a multifunction
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T: ß =t K", the graphical closure of Y is the multifunction Y whose graph

equals Gr Y. More explicitly,

(2.3) T(to) = j lim yt : yt e Y(a>¡), toi -* w|    Vw € ß.

Consider the proximal normal multifunction re: GrA=tE" defined by

(2.4) 7r(f, x) := {C G R" : 3ff > 0 s.t. (Ç, , y - x) <o\y - x\2 Vy e X(t)}.

This gives the cone of proximal normals to the set X't) at the point x . The

normal cone we propose to use is N(t, x) := clcore(f, x), i.e., the closed convex

cone generated by the graphical closure of re .

Readers familiar with the proximal normal formula [2, 8] will recall that the

(Clarke) normal cone to the set X(t) at the point x, denoted Nx,Jx), equals,

for each fixed t, the closed convex cone generated by the graphical closure of

the multifunction x =$ n(t,x). Therefore the inclusion N(t, x) D Nx,tAx)

always holds, and it may be strict, since the cone N(t, x) contains information

about the /-dependence of X(-) which is absent from Nx,Jx). On the other

hand, since n(t,x) ç Nx,tAx) for all (t, x) e GrA, the graphical closure

of the multifunction (t, x) =t Nx,(Ax) generates a closed convex cone which

always contains N(t, x). The latter inclusion may also be strict. Roughly

speaking, this is true because the operations of taking the graphical closure and

computing the closed convex hull do not commute. An example which illustrates

both strict inclusions is furnished by the state constraint set

X(t) := {(x, y) e R2 : y > tx or y < 0 or x < 0}.

Clearly A(0) = E2, so Nx{0)(0, 0) = {0} . However, N(0, (0, 0)) = {0} x E,

while the graphical closure of NX,.A-, ■) at the point (0, (0, 0)) is the right

half-plane. This multifunction X(-) is clearly not convex-valued. For convex-

valued multifunctions X, the distinctions displayed by this example disappear

(see Proposition 2.3(d)).

Another way to understand the multifunction N(t, x) is to choose g(t, x) :=

dist(X(t), x) as recommended above, and then to note that

(2.5) N(t, x) = cl {0}uU <*('>*)
r>0

V(/,x) eGrAnß,

where dxg is the multifunction introduced by Clarke [2, Theorem 3.5.2] in

this same situation:

(2.6)
dxg(t,x) := clco{limC; : C,- e dxg{t,,yt), [tt,yt) - (t, x),g(ti,yi) > 0 V/}.

Our justification of (2.5) appears in Proposition 2.3 below, whose proof relies

upon the following observation.
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2.1. Lemma. Let g: ß -> E be a function which, for some constant A > 0,

satisfies

\g(t,y)-g(t,x)\<K\y-x\   Vte[a,b], Vx,yeßr

Then for every (t, x) e ß, owe has

(2.7) Ö^(i, x) = co{limVxs(í;., y.) : (r., y.) - (f, x), *(ipyf) > 0 V/}.

Proo/. Fix (í, x) e ß and let R(t, x) denote the set appearing on the right side

of (2.7). Observe that the inclusion dxg(t, x) D R(t, x) follows immediately

from [2, Proposition 2.2.2].

To prove the reverse inclusion, note that R(t, x) is a compact convex set.

Thus it suffices to show that any Ç of the form below lies in R(t, x) :

(2.8) C=limí,.,        C¡effxg{tt,yt), {ti%y,)-(t,x), g{t,,y,)>0.

To do this, fix / and apply [2, Theorem 2.5.1]. Then £, may be represented as

a convex combination of limiting gradients, thus:

n+X

(2.9) Ç. = £ ¿f Cf , where if = Ihn Vxg(ti, yj),

y;■ -» y¿ as j: -y oo (for each i, k),

n+X

4 >0(V/,fc), and ^A* = 1 (Vi).
yt=l

Observe that since i is fixed, and g(t¡, y¡) > 0, we may use the Lipschitz

continuity of g(t¿, •) to assume g(t¿, y ¡A > 0 for all j, k .

The representation (2.8) remains valid along any subsequence of the indices

/. Thus we may use representation (2.9) to restrict our attention to a subse-

quence along which

• for each k = I, ... , n + 1, the sequence {a*}°!,  converges to some

limiting value denoted by X^ ; and

• for each k = I, ... , n + 1, the sequence {C,-}°lx converges to some

limiting value denoted by i^ .

Then for fixed /', k, we use representation (2.9) to generate an index j =

j(i,k) so large that

• \ykij(i,k) - y¡\ <l/i     for all /:= 1,...,«+ 1, for all i ;

• IC? - V*SC, « ykij(i,k))\ < y i     for all A: = 1,...,«+ 1, for all i.

Then (2.8) and (2.9) give the representation

n+X

k=X
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where ^ > 0, X^oo = ^ » anc*

for a sequence {('/> J^w/m)}^ which converges to (r,x), while satisfying

g(i,, y¡j(itk)) > 0 ^or a11 ' • Tnus C e A(i, x), and the proof is complete.   D

2.2. Corollary. Let X satisfy (H5), and let git, x) := dist(A(0, x). Then g
is (jointly) upper semicontinuous, and for every (t, x) e Gr X n ß, one has

(2.10)   ô^i, x) = co{limC,. : |C,| = 1, C, € n(tt, *,),

(t¡, x¡) -y (t,x) in GrA}.

Proof. The upper semicontinuity of g can be verified easily using its definition

and the lower semicontinuity of X.

We will show that the right side of (2.10) equals the right side of (2.7). In fact,

we will show that the sets of sequences whose convex hulls make up these two

sets are identical. In each direction, we begin with an individual entry in such

a sequence without its subscript. Let (t, y) e Q. be a point where g(t, y) > 0

and Vxg(t, y) exists. According to [2, Propositions 2.5.4 and 2.5.5], the vector

Ç = Vxg(t, y) has unit length, and belongs to n(t, x) for some point x € X(t)

obeying \x - y\ = g(t,y).
Now let (t, x) e Gr Anß be fixed, and let C, be any sequence as described

on the right side of (2.7). Then, as we have shown, C, is a sequence of unit

vectors in n(ti,x¡), where |x(. -y(\ = £(*,-,;>,•). Now (/,-,y,) -» (t, x), so

lim sup g(ti, y¡) < g(t, x) = 0. Hence (t¡, x¡) -> (t, x) also, and the sequence

C, is admissible on the right side of (2.10).

Conversely, if Ç is a unit vector in re(r, x) for some x e X(t), then for

all X > 0 sufficiently small, the point y = x + XÇ obeys both g(t, y) = X > 0

and Vxg(t, y) = Ç . (The proof of this fact is an entertaining exercise in the

geometry of Euclidean balls.) In particular, if £. is any sequence as described

on the right side of (2.10), then there exists a sequence Xi decreasing to zero

such that the choices yi = xi + X¡C¡ make the sequence C, admissible on the

right side of (2.7).   D

2.3. Proposition. Assume (HI)-(H5). Let g(t, x) := dist(X(t), x). Then for

any (t, x) e GrAnß, one has

(a) N(t,x) = cl[{0}u{Jr>ordx>g(t,x)];

(b) 0 0 dxg(t, x) if and only if N(t, x) is pointed, in which case one has

N(t,x) = {0}ö\jrdxg(t,x).
r>0

(c) If the graph of the multifunction  (t', x) =$ Nx,t,.(x)  is closed, then

NX(l)(x) = N(t, x).
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(d) If the multifunction X is convex-valued, then N(t, x) = Nx,Jx), and

this cone is pointed if and only if int X(t) ^ 0.

Proof, (a) Corollary 2.2 shows that dxg(t, x) Ç coñ(t, x), from which the

forward inclusion ( D ) follows immediately.

To prove the reverse inclusion, let £¡ be any convergent sequence satisfying

C¡ e n(t¡, x¡) for a sequence (t¡, x¡) -» (t, x) in GrA. Let Ç = limC,-. If

Ç = 0, then certainly Ç belongs to the right-hand side. Otherwise, one has

|C,| - ICI > 0, so C/K.l - C/ICI • By Corollary 2.2, C/ICI 6 d>g(t, x), so £
belongs to the right-hand side of (a) in this case also. Thus the right-hand side

contains ñ(t, x); since the right side is closed and convex, it therefore contains

N(t, x) = clcorë"(r, x) also.

(b) By Corollary 2.2, dx g(t, x) is the convex hull of a set of unit vectors.

Hence each of its extreme points is a unit vector. If 0 g dxg(t, x) it follows

that 0 is not an extreme point, so it must be the midpoint of some line segment

in dxg(t, x). The line generated by this segment is a subspace of N(t, x) by

part (a), so N(t,x) is not pointed.

Conversely, suppose 0 \t dx g(t, x). Then there exist a vector p ^ 0 and a

constant e > 0 for which one has

(p, 0>e>0   VÇedxg(t,x).

Since dxg(t,x) is a subset of B , it follows that

V, rÍ)>e>0   VÇedxg(t,x).

Now the set of all Ç e M." satisfying the inequality above is a closed and pointed

convex cone. This cone contains N(t, x) by (a), so N(t,x) must also be

pointed.

Finally, suppose N(t, x) is pointed. Since N(t, x) D ñ(t,x), it follows

that n(t, x) is also pointed, while W(t, x) is obviously closed. According to

[15, p. 57], core(i, x) is then closed and pointed. Thus N(t, x) = coñ(t, x) :

the identity in part (b) follows from (2.10).

(c) Let (/', x') =t Nx,tiAx') denote the graphical closure of the multifunction

(t', x) =t NX{l^(x'). As we have already observed, the following inclusions

always hold:

ÑX{l)(x)DN(t,x)DNX{l)(x).

Whenever the leftmost set in this statement equals the rightmost set, equality

prevails throughout.

(d) In view of (c), it suffices to show that the multifunction (t', x') =t

^x(t')ix>) nas cl°se(i graph. To do so, suppose Ç, e Nx.t)(x¡) for some conver-

gent sequence C(, where one has (t¡, x¡) —> (t, x) in Gr Anß. Let Ç = lim C .

By definition of the convex normal cone,

(C, ,y-x,)<o  Vy €X(tt).
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Now let any point y G X(t) be given. Since the multifunction X(-) is lower

semicontinuous, there exists a sequence y¡ —y y satisfying yi e X(t() V/. Using

this sequence in the previous inequality, we have

(Cnyt-xt)<0 v/.

In the limit as i-too, this inequality yields (Ç , y -x) < 0: since y e X(t)

is arbitrary, it follows that Ç e Nx,tAx), as required.   G

Having characterized the multifunction (t, x) =4 N(t, x) in various ways,

let us now observe that it is (jointly) Borel measurable. This is true because

N(t, x) = clcorê"(i, x) : the multifunction re is Borel measurable because it has

closed graph, and hence clcorë" is Borel measurable by [16, Proposition 1H].

Likewise, for any continuous function x: [a, b] -> ß satisfying x(0 G X(t) for

all t, the multifunction N(t) := N(t, x(0) is Borel measurable. To see this,

note that Jt(t) := n(t, x(t)) is the composition of Borel measurable multifunc-

tions, hence Borel measurable, and apply [16, Proposition 1H] again. Given a

Borel measurable multifunction N: [a, b] =t Rn whose values are closed con-

vex cones, and a measure p on [a, b] taking values in E" , the statement that

p is N(t)-valued means that there is a nonnegative measure p0 on [a, b] and

a measurable selection v(t) e N(t) p0-a.e. such that dp(t) = v(t)dp0(t). (See

[17, §5].)

The Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian associated with the multifunction F is

defined by

H(t,x, p) := sup{(p ,v):veF(t, x)}.

(Compare the definition immediately preceding Theorem 1.1.) Its basic prop-

erties are described in [2, Proposition 3.2.4]; the following is an extension of
part (e) of that result.

2.4.  Lemma. Under (H1)-(H5),

dH(t,x,0) = {0}xF(t,x).

Proof. We argue for fixed t e [a, b], which will be suppressed throughout the

notation below. The identity asserted by the lemma involves compact convex

sets, which are equal if and only if their support functions are identical.   It

therefore suffices to prove that

(2.11) H°(x,0;v,w) = H(x,w)       V(»,w)el"xE".

To prove the inequality > in (2.11), consider the definition of the left-hand

side:

„o,     n           v       ..             H((y, q) + t(v , w)) - H(y, q)
H(x,0;v,w)=   hmsup   —-.

{y,g)->(x,0) {

r^0+

The choices y = x-tv and q = 0 can only reduce the value of this expression,

whence

H°(x, 0; v, w) > lim sup H(x ' tw^ = H(x, w).
f-0+ l
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The reverse inequality ( < ) is more challenging. Choose sequences (yi, qt)-*

(x, 0) and ti -> 0+ such that

H\x, 0 ;v,W)= lim ^ «>) +U(v   w)) - H(y¡, Qi) ̂
i—yoo t

Apply the Mean Value Theorem [2, Theorem 2.3.7] to obtain the following

estimate, for some a. G [0, 1] :

H(yi + tiv,qi + tiw)-H(yi,qi)

= H(y¡, qt + t(w) - H(yt, q.) + H(yt + t,v , qt + t¡w) - //(y,., q¡ + t¡w)

e H(y¡, qi + t¡w) - H(yt, q¡) + tidxH(yi + X^v, q¡ + t.w)v.

Now dxH(x, p) ç \p\kpB in general notation [2, Proposition 3.2.4(b)], so the

previous inclusion implies

H(yi + tiv,qi + tiw)-H(yi,qi)

h
<H^>q*+t>w)-H^>qKkM+tri\v\.

i
Since the rightmost term converges to 0 as /' —► oo, it suffices to prove

/-, , ̂  y H(yi, q. + t.w) - H{yt, qt)
(2.12) hmsup-'-—'■-'■-'—- <H(x,w).

i—yoo t¡

To do so, choose a subsequence of indices (without relabelling) along which the

left side of (2.12) actually converges to its upper limit, and then apply the Mean

Value Theorem again. There results a sequence

ttedpH(y„qt + Xtttw),       a,. G [0,1],

for which the difference quotient on the left side of (2.12) equals (£,. , w).

Now C; G F(y¡) for each /' [2, Proposition 3.2.4(d)], so the sequence {£,-}

is contained in the compact set kFB and admits a convergent subsequence.

Along this subsequence, Ç, converges to a point Ç in F(x) because F has

closed graph. In summary,

LHS(2.12) = lim (L , w) = (Ç , w)
i—yoo

for some Ç G F(x). This implies (2.12) and completes the proof.   D

The Hamiltonian inclusion. We are now ready to review the standard Hamil-

tonian necessary conditions for (PD). Our first result is a refinement of [2,

Theorem 3.5.2]. It pertains to the localized version of (PD) in which the re-

quirement that x(0 G ß( for all t e [a, b] is added to the constraints.

2.5. Theorem. Assume (H1)-(H5). Let the arc x(-) solve (PD), and assume

the constraint qualification

(CQ) N(t, x(0) is pointed for each t e [a, b].
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Define g(t,x) := dist(A(0,x). Then there exist a scalar X e {0, 1}, an

arc q e AC([a, b] ; E"), and a finite nonnegative Borel measure p on [a, b],

together with a measurable selection y(t) e dxg(t, x(0) for all t e[a, b], such

that

(a) (-q(t)yX(t))edH(t,x(t),q(t) + $[at)y(s)dp(s))  a.e.te[a,b];

(b) (q(a), -q(b) - ¡[a b] y(s) dp(s)) e Xd/(x(a), x(b)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)) ;

(c) Supp(p)C{t : N(t, x(t)) ¿ {0}} = {t : (t, x(t)) ehdryGrX};

(d) X +1|<7(0 + ¡[a>t) y(s)dp(s) + y(o)//{¿}¿w(0lloo > 0.

Proof. The quantities X, q, p, and y are all provided by [2, Theorem 3.5.2].

That result gives the conclusions (a) and (b) recorded above, and asserts the

following in place of (c) and (d):

(2.13) Supp(/0 C {t : d>g(t, x(0) / 0},

(2.14) X + \\q\\oo + p[a,b]>0.

To recover (c), we prove that the set on the right side of (2.13) is the same as

the set on the right side of (c). Indeed, Proposition 2.3(a) implies that

d>xg(t,x)ï0<*N(t,x)ï{O},

so it suffices to show that

(2.15) A(/,x)^{0}^(?,x)GbdryGrA.

To do so, note first that a point (t, x) lies in intGrA if and only if any

sequence (t¡,x¡) converging to (t,x) in GrA obeys x, G intA(r;) for all i

sufficiently large. So if (t, x) G intGrA, then ñ(t, x) = {0} and it follows

that N(t, x) = {0} . Conversely, if there exists a sequence (i;, x;) in GrA for

which xi e bdryA(O) for all /' while (t¡, x¡) -> (t, x), then ñ(tf, x¡) ¿ {0}

for all i (cf. [2, Theorem 2.5.6, Corollary 1]), so %(t, x) ^ {0}. Hence

N(t, x) = {0} implies (t, x) e intGrA. We have shown

N(t, x) = {0} o (t, x) e intGrA,

which is clearly equivalent to (2.15).

Now our conclusion (d) is strictly stronger than Clarke's nontriviality condi-

tion (2.14), and hence requires an assumption which is absent from [2, Theo-

rem 3.5.2]. This is the constraint qualification (CQ), which we put to work as

follows. If X = 1 then (d) obviously holds, so suppose X = 0. If (d) is false,

i.e.,

(2.16) q(t)+ [     y(s)dp(s) + y(b)p{b}ô{b](t)
J[a,t)

= 0,

then we must have q(t) + ¡[at)y(s)dp(s) + y(b)p{b}ô{b](t) = 0 for all t e

[a, b]. Applying Lemma 2.4 to the Hamiltonian inclusion (a), we deduce that

q(t) = 0 a.e., so q(t) = q(a) = 0 for all t G [a, b]. Consequently

/J Xa
y(s) dp(s) + y(b)p{b}5,bAt) = 0   W G [a, b].

t)
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Subtraction yields the two identities

(2.17) y(b)p{b} = 0, f      y(s)dp(s) = 0   V[a, ß] C [a, b].
J[a,ß)

We will use (CQ) to deduce that p is the zero measure: This will contra-

dict (2.14), thereby vindicating condition (d) and completing the proof.

Let C = Supp(/z), and fix t e C. By (c), N(t, x(t)) ¿ {0} , while N(t, x(t))

is pointed by (CQ). Hence the compact convex set (7(0 := dx g(t, x(t)) does

not contain 0 by Proposition 2.3(b), while (7(0 # 0 by (2.13). Therefore there

exist a unit vector p e E" and a constant e > 0 such that (p , y) >2e> 0 for

all y G (7(0 • Now the multifunction G defined here has closed graph, so there

exists S > 0 so small that

t'eC,       \t' -1\ < S ^ 0 í G(t') ç (7(0 + ¿B.

In particular, for the given selection y(t') e G(t') p-a.e. t' e C xx[t - S, t + S],

one has

(py(t')) > e > 0   ju-a.e. t' e C xx [t - S, t + ô].

Together with (c) and (2.17), this implies

0 = (p,0) = (p,[ y(s)dp(s))>[ edp(s).
\       Jcn[t-S,t+S) I       Jcn[t-S,t+S)

Consequently p(C xx[t -S, t + S)) = 0. This implies t £ Supp(/0 = C. Since

t G C is arbitrary, it follows that C = 0, i.e., that p is the zero measure.   D

On the constraint qualification. In [2, p. 122], Clarke notes that whenever the

constraint qualification (CQ) (or its cognate in his notation, namely 0 0

dxg(t, x(0) for all t; see Proposition 2.3(b)) is violated, then all the con-

clusions of [2, Theorem 3.5.2] may hold without providing any useful informa-

tion. Indeed, if one has 0 G dxg(t, x(0) for some t G [a, b], then the choices

p = S¡t, , y = 0, p = 0, and X = 0 satisfy conclusions (a)-(c) with ||^|| = 1,

but give no insight into the behavior of x(-). Thus condition (CQ) is necessary

for the conclusions of [2, Theorem 3.5.2] to be useful. The point of Theorem 2.5

is that (CQ) is also sufficient for this purpose, since it gives the improved non-

triviality condition (d). (Note that (d) disallows the unenlightening choices

above, since they produce a function q(t) + f t) y(s) dp(s) + y(b)p{b}S,bM)

which is identically zero.)

Having identified (CQ) as a necessary and sufficient condition for the con-

clusions of Theorem 2.5 to be useful, we now observe that this condition also

has a desirable technical consequence: namely, that the set of measures which

are N(t, x(0)-valued is weak*-closed. This is the assertion of Proposition 2.7

below, which we will apply in §3. To prove it, we will need the following lemma.

2.6. Lemma. Let a multifunction y:[a, b] =t E" be given. If the values of y

are pointed cones and y has closed graph, then the same properties are enjoyed

by the multifunction Y(t) := co y(t).
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Proof. For each t e[a, b], the cone y(t) is closed and pointed. It follows from

the arguments of [15, p. 57], that each cone T(0 = coy(0 is likewise closed

and pointed.

Now fix t e (a, b). (The cases t = a and t = b are treated similarly.) Since

T(0 is closed and pointed, its polar cone T(0 has nonempty interior. Let -v

be a unit vector in intT(0° , and let e > 0 be chosen so that

-v + 2eBcY(t)°.

Observe that this implies

(w , v) > 2e\w\       Vu; G T(0-

Consider the cone Ke(v) = {v: (v , v) > e\v\}. Since y has closed graph,

there exists S > 0 such that

y(t')QKE(v)      W' e(t-S,t + S).

(Suppose not: then there exist sequences /;. -y t and v¡ G y(/¿)\A£(íT). Let

vi = Vil\vi\ and limit attention to a subsequence along which v¡ —► v. Since

y has closed graph, v e y(t) ç Y(t). But (v , v) = lim(v¡ , W) < e = e\v\, a

contradiction.) In particular,

(2.18) (w,v)>e\w\    Vi' e(t-S,t + S), VweY(t').

Now we show that Gr T is closed at t. Let any sequence r( -> / be given,

together with a convergent sequence vt e Y(tt) : write v = limt>(.. We must

show that v e Y(t), an exercise which is trivial unless v ^ 0. For each /',

Carathéodory's theorem allows us to write

vt = Y^v'k ,    where v'k e y(t¡) for k = I, ... , n + 1.
k=X

Since the sequence vi converges, it is bounded. That is, for some R > 0 we

have R > \vt\ for all /. We may therefore use (2.18) to estimate (for each /' )

R > \v(\ = 5>i
k=X k=X

In+X \ n+X

\^=1 / fc=l *

In particular, each of the n + 1 sequences {v'k}'*lx is bounded by R/e and the

successive extraction of subsequences allows us to assume that v'k —y w^° for

each fe=l,...,w + l. Since y has closed graph, v™ e y(t) for each k.

Hence the vector
n+X n+X

v = lim v. = lim y^ v1, = y^v?°
i—oc   '      i-oo^-'   K      ¿—'   K

k=X k=X

belongs to Y(t), as required.   D
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2.7. Proposition. Let Y: [a, b] =t E" be a multifunction whose values are closed

pointed convex cones, and suppose Gr Y is closed. Then the set of measures

G = {p : p is Y(t)-valued} is weak*-closed.

Proof. Let K = {u e C([a, b];Rn): u(t) G T(0° Vf G [a, b]}. It suffices to

prove that G equals the convex cone

A°= f]{p: (p, u)<0},
u€K

since the latter is obviously weak*-closed. To do so, note first that the multifunc-

tion t =£ T(0° is lower semicontinuous, by Lemma 2.6 and [1, Proposition 18,

p. 177]. According to [17, Theorem 6] (with Q(t) = T(0° ), the set A in-

troduced above is nonempty, closed, and convex in C[a, b], and its support

function on the space of measures is given by

^M = jfV(o°(s£(o)¿0(O  v/z,

where 6 is any nonnegative measure such that p « 6 . But *Fr(()o = ^rtt) > so

this representation may be rewritten as

VK(p) = j\m(^(t))dd(t)   V|i.

Consequently a measure p is T(0-valued if and only if ^(u) = 0. To com-

plete the proof, note that A0 = NK(0) = d^K(0), while Young's identity gives

pedVK(0)*YK(p) + VK(0) = (0, p)

*VK(ti) = 0.   o

Now the formulation of Hamiltonian necessary conditions in terms of an

adjoint function of bounded variation represents a simple change of variables

in Theorem 2.5. The recipe for this change appears in the proof of the next

result, in which the improved nontriviality condition (d) of Theorem 2.5 is

indispensable in establishing the crucial phrase "not both zero".

2.8. Theorem. Assume (H1)-(H5), and suppose an arc x(-) solves (PD) and

satisfies the constraint qualification

(CQ) N(t, x(0) is pointed for each t e [a, b].

Then there exist a scalar X e {0, 1} and a function p e BV([a, b];Rn), not both

zero, together with a measurable selection u(t) e N(t, x(t)) for all t e [a, b],

such that

(a) (-p(t) + u(t),x(t))edH(t,x(t),p(t))  a.e.te[a,b];

(b) (p(a), -p(b)) G Xdl(x(a), x(b)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)) ;

(c) the singular part of dp is N(t, x(t))-valued, and in particular is sup-

ported on the set

{t: N(t, x(0) ¥= {0}} = {t: (t,x(t)) e bdryGr A}.
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Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5, then adjust y on a set of u-measure zero to arrange

(/, x(0) G bdry GrX => y(t) e dx g(t, x(0).

Then introduce a function p e BV([a, b] ; R") by defining

p(t) = q(t) + [     y(s) p(ds) + y(b)p{b}Sm(t).
J[a,t) x '

Note that p(a) = q(a) since [a, a) = 0, while p(o) = <y(o) + L fc] y(s) ¿/w(i).

Hence (b) follows from Theorem 2.5(b).

Next, decompose dp(t) = m(t)dt + dps(t) for some nonnegative function

m G L [a, b] and some nonnegative Borel measure p totally singular with

respect to Lebesgue measure. Clearly m(t) = 0 for all t where (t, x(0) G

intGrA, so the definition

.= Í V(t)m(t),    if(t, x(0) G bdry GrA,

1 0, otherwise,

gives both î/(0 G N(t,x(t))  for all t G [a, b]  (by Proposition 2.3(b) and

Theorem 2.5(c)) and p(t) = q(t) + y(t)m(t)  a.e. Hence (a) holds.

Finally, the singular part of dp is the vector measure y(t)dps(t): it is

N(t, x(0)-valued by definition.   D

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We now pass from the case L = 0 of the differential inclusion problem

to the general case of problem (P). This requires a precise description of our

hypotheses concerning the integrand L. Thus we augment hypotheses (Hl)-

(H5) of §2 with the following hypotheses:

(H6) There exists e > 0 such that the Lagrangian L: Gr (F + eB) —y R is

SC x ^"-measurable; for each fixed (t,x) G ß, the function v —>

L(t, x, v) is convex on the set F(t, x) + eB.

(HI) There exists a nonnegative function kL(-) e Lx[a, b] such that

\L(t,x , v')-L(t,x, v)\ < kL(t)\(x', v') - (x, v)\

\/t€[a,b],  (x , v),(x,v)eGr(F(t, •) + eB);

also, the product kL(t)kF(t) is integrable.

A function of fundamental importance is the Hamiltonian introduced in § 1 : for

each (t, x) in ß and p in E", we define

Hx(t, x, p) :=s\xp{(p, v) -XL(t, x,v):veF(t, x)}.

As we now show, our standing hypotheses on F and L imply that Hx obeys

the "strong Lipschitz condition".
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3.1. Lemma. Assume (H1)-(H7). Then there is a function kH(-) e Lx[a, b] for

which

\Hx(t,y,p) - Hx(t, x,p)\< \kH(t)(l + \P\)\y~x\

Vi G [a, b], x,y G ß,, p eRn.

Moreover, for each t e [a, b], the multifunction E defined by

E(t, x) := {(v,w) : v e F(t, x), w > L(t, x, v)}

is Lipschitz of rank kH(t) on ßr

Proof. Taking X = 1 in Lemma 4.1 (c) below, we find that

\Hx(t,y,p)-Hx(t,x,p)\< (kF(t)\p\ + kL(t) + kF(t)kL(t))\y - x\.

Consequently (3.1) will hold for the function kH = 2max{kF, kL(l + kF)},

which is integrable by (H7).

The desired Lipschitz continuity of E(t, •) is a consequence of the strong

Lipschitz condition (3.1): this is proven as the first step of [2, Lemma 2,

pp. 170-171].   G

An auxiliary problem. Now suppose an arc x(-) solves problem (P). Then x

remains admissible, and hence optimal, if the set ß is assumed to obey ß, =

x(0 + SB for each t e [a, b], where S e (0, 1/6) is fixed. Similarly, x(-)
must also solve any problem of the following form, in which the running cost is

augmented by a nonnegative function M which satisfies M(t, x(t)) = 0 a.e. t e

[a, b]:

fb
minimize   l(x(a), x(b)) + /   [L(t, x(t), x(t)) + M(t, x(t))] dt

Ja

subject to   x G AC([a , b] ; Rn),

x(t)eF(t,x(t))   a.e.te[a,b],

x(t)eX(t)   Vt€[a,b],

(x(a), x(b)) e S.

For our purposes the choice M(t, v) := 6(v - x(t)) is convenient, where

0(tO:=[l + M2]1/2-L

Since 0(0) = 0 and V0(O) = 0, the addition of M to the running cost makes a

change which is undetectable to first order along the arc x, while rendering the

new Lagrangian L := L + M a strictly convex function of its third argument.

This property is crucial to the simultaneous derivation of the Eulerian and

Hamiltonian inclusions.

Now if we use the solution x of (3.2) to define y(0 = /j L(r, x(r), x~(r)) dr,

then the arc (x, y) evidently solves the following problem, in which no integral
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term appears:

minimize     /(x(a), x(b)) + y(b)

subject to    x G AC([a, b] ; Rn),

{&) (x(t),y(t))eÊ(t,x(t))   a.e.te[a,b],

(x(t),y(t))eX(t)xR   Vte[a,b],

(x(a),y(a);x(b),y(b))eS?.

Here the dynamics are governed by the multifunction

E(t, x) := {(v , w) : v e F(t, x), L(t,x,v)<w},

and the endpoint constraint set is

&:={(t0,r,0;Çx,rix) : (Ç0,tx)eS, »0 = 0}.

Roughly speaking, the results announced by Theorem 1.1 follow from an ap-

plication of Theorem 2.8 to problem (3°), followed by a careful reduction

of the Hamiltonian inclusion involving Ê to the desired conclusions involv-

ing F and L. Let us outline the first step in this program before confronting

the fact that (&>) fails to satisfy (H1)-(H5). If we could apply Theorem 2.8

directly to (¿P), then we would find a scalar X e {0, 1} and a function

(p, q) G BY([a, b] ; E" x E), not both zero, together with an integrable selection

(u(t), p(t)) G jV(t, x(0, y(0)  Vi G [a, b], such that

(a) (-p(t) + i/(0, -q(t) + p(t), x(t), L(t, x(t), x(0))

€d%>(t,x(t),y(t),p(t),q(t));

(b) (p(a),q(a);-p(b),-q(b))

eX{(a0, 0;q,, 1) : (q0, ax) G dl(x(a), x(b))}

+ N9,(x(a),0;x(b),y(b));

(c) the singular part of (dp, dq) is JV(t, x(0, y(0)-valued.

In these conditions the Hamiltonian is

^(t, x,y,p,q) :=sup{(p, v) + qw : (v ,w)e E(t, x)}.

Since it is independent of y, the y-component of its generalized gradient is

always zero, and the remaining information is contained in the generalized

gradient of the function

H(t,x,p, q):=ßT(t,x,y,p, q).

The tilde notation in H is inspired by the tilde on L = L + M via

É(t,x):=epi[L(t,x,.) + VF (/>JC)(-)].

In conditions (a)-(c), the endpoint constraint set S* = {(Ç0, »0; ¿I,, //,) :

(Ç0, Çx) e S, /70 = 0} has such a simple structure that its normal cone is

closely related to that for the original set S : thus (b) implies that -q(b) = X
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and that the usual transversality condition ((b') below) holds for p . Similarly,

the cone Af(t, x, y) is constructed from the state constraint multifunction

ä?(t) = X(t) x E just as in §2: evidently JT(t, x, y) = N(t, x) x {0} . Thus (c)

implies that the singular part of dq is zero, while (a) implies that q = 0 a.e.

Hence q = -X follows from (b), and we are left with

(a)   i-pit) + uit),1cit),Lit,xit),icit)))edHit,xit),pit),-X)  a.e.;

(h')   (p(a), -p(b)) G Xdl(x(a), x(b)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)) ;

(c')  the singular part of dp is N(t, x(i))-valued.

Conclusions (b') and (c') are just what we hope to get, while the extended

Hamiltonian inclusion (a') contains the germs of the ordinary Hamiltonian

inclusion, the Euler inclusion, and the Weierstrass-Pontryagin condition.

A technical necessity. Now as we mentioned above, the data of problem (¿P)

fail to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8, so the arguments of the previous

paragraph are not completely rigorous. The main obstacle is that the multifunc-

tion E is unbounded, and hence fails to satisfy both the compactness condition

and the integrable bound required by (H3). We surmount this difficulty by con-

sidering, instead of problem (3°), a sequence of problems (^m) defined as

follows: For each meN, problem (^m) is identical to (¿P), except that the

multifunction E is replaced by

EJt, x) := E(t, x) xx [(x(t) + mkH(t)B) x (f(t) + [-mkH(t), mkH(t)])].

It is clear that (x, y ) remains admissible, and hence optimal, for each of the

problems (^m). We now verify that each problem (^m) satisfies the hypothe-

ses of Theorem 2.8. To confirm (H3), simply note that Em(t, x) ç <j>m(t)B

V(i, x) G ß, where

<t>m(t):=\x-it)\ + \L(t)\ + 2mkH(t).

Conditions (HI) and (H5) hold for (^m) because they are independent of

the dynamics. The measurability condition (H2) obviously holds. The sets

Em(t, x) are clearly compact and convex for all (t, x) e ß: it remains only

to show that they are nonempty and satisfy the Lipschitz condition of (H4).

To do so, we proceed directly, aided by [2, pp. 170-172]. Fix t g [a, b],

and let x, g ß, be given, together with (vx, wx) e É(t, Xj) and x2 G ßr.

By Lemma 3.1, the multifunction x =t E(t, x) is Lipschitz of rank kH(t) on

ß,. Since (vx, wx - M(t, vx)) e E(t, xt), it follows that there is some point

(v2, w2) G E(t, x2) satisfying

(3.3) \(v2,w2)-(vx,wl -M(t,vx))\ <kH(t)\x2-xx\.

For the corresponding point (v2, w2 + M(t, v2)) in E(t, x2), we have

\(v2,w2 + M(t,v2))-(vx,wx)\

(3.4) < \(v2,w2)-(vx,wx - M(t, vx))\ + \M(t, v2) - M(t, vx)\

<kH(t)\x2-xx\ + \v2-vx\.
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The last term in this estimate arises because the function 6 is globally Lipschitz

of rank 1. Combining (3.3) and (3.4), we have

|(u2, w2 + M(t, v2)) -(vx,wx)\< 2kH(t)\x2 - x, |.

Hence the multifunction x =t E(t, x) is Lipschitz of rank 2kH(t) on ß,.

Now recall that ß, = x(0 + SB for some fixed S e (0, 1/6). It follows that

for any (t, x) G ß, one has

(*«, KO) G Ê(t, x(0) ç Ê(t, x) + 2kH(t)\x - x(t)\B

=> É(t, x) n ((xYO, 7(0) + 2SkH(t)B) ¿ 0.

Hence Êm(t, x) #0 for ail x G ß, provided m > 2S ; and this holds for

all wz > 1 by our choice of S. Moreover, upon choosing rm = mkH(t)/3

and M1 = 2^(0, we have rm > 2SkH(t), so (3.5) remains valid with rm

in place of 2SkH(t). According to [2, Lemma 3, p. 172], the multifunction

Em(t, -, •) = E(t, -, ■) xx ((x"(0, HO) + 3rm5) is nonempty, compact-convex-

valued, and Lipschitz of rank 5Af' = l0kH(t) on ß(. Thus (H4) holds for

the integrable function kF (t) := 10kH(t). It is significant that this function is

independent of wz.

We have justified the application of Theorem 2.8 to problem (3°m) ■ Exactly

the same reasoning used above leads to the following conclusions: For each

wz G N, there exist a constant Xm G {0, 1} and a function pm e BY ([a, b];Rn),

not both zero, together with a measurable selection vm(t) e N(t, x(f)) for all

t e[a, b], such that

(aJ    i-Pjt) + "«(') » *(0. L(* y *(0. *(0)) S ÖÄm(r, x(0, pM(0, -^m)

(b J    (Pw(fl) » -Pm(°)) 6 AMô/(x(fl), x(è)) + As(x(a), x(o)) ;

(cm)   the singular part of dpm is N(t, x(0)-valued.

The key step. Conditions (am)- (cm) involve the Hamiltonian function

(3.6) Hm(t,x,p, q) :=s\xp{(p, v) + qw:v eFm(t,x),

L(t, x, v) < w < L(t, x(t), x"(0) + rnkH(t)}

corresponding to the Lagrangian L through the multifunction Em . The strict

convexity of L(t, x,v) as a function of v is the key to the fact that (am)

simultaneously implies the Euler inclusion, the Hamiltonian inclusion, and the

Weierstrass-Pontryagin condition for the original Lagrangian L. The reasons

for this are given in detail in §4: here we simply apply them. Throughout this

process, we consider a fixed time t G [a, b] and index wz G N for which y(t) =

L(r, x(0, *"(0) and inclusion (am) holds, and suppress t in the notation. We

also drop the subscript wz from the multipliers Xm, pm, and vm . Thus our

starting point, the inclusion (aw), is written more concisely as

(3.7) (-p + v,x-,y)edHm(x,p,-X),
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with

(3.8) Hm(x, p, q) = sxip{(p, v) + qw : v e Fm(x), L(x,v)<w<R}.

(Here R = L + mkH.) In parallel to (3.8), we introduce the notation

(3.9) Hm x(x, p) := sup{(p, v) - XL(x, v) : v e FJx)}.

The functions Hm and Hm x are defined exactly as in (3.8) and (3.9), except

that L replaces L.

3.2. Lemma. Inclusion (3.7) implies that

\p-u\<lOkH\(p,-X)\.

Proof. By our previous discussion of (H4) and [2, Proposition 3.2.4(d)], the

Lipschitz rank of x h-> Hm(x, p, q) is lOkH\(p, q)\. The result follows.   G

The crux of this section is the following result, whose proof relies upon the

material in §4 below.

3.3. Proposition. Inclusion (3.7) implies the following inclusions:

(3.10) (-p + v,x)€dHmXCX,p),

(3.11) (p-v,p)€ XdL(x, x) + NGiF(x, x"),

(3.12) peXdvL(x,x) + NF{-)(x).

Proof. All three inclusions follow from the results of §4. We apply those results

to the domain U = ß,, the multifunction Fm , the Lagrangian L (or sometimes

L ), and the perturbing function M. Notice that the technical hypotheses (Al)-

(A3) of §4 all hold for these choices: ßr is a bounded open set on which Fm

is compact and convex-valued by (H3), while Fm is nonempty on ß( because

Em is nonempty there. Moreover, Fm is Lipschitz of rank km on ß, ; this

property is inherited from Em . The possible choices L, M, and L = L + M

all satisfy (A2) (compare (H6)-(H7)). Finally, assumption (A3) holds because

Em(t, x) / 0 Vx G ß,. Thus all the results of §4 are available to us.

Consider the multifunction Em introduced above, now written concisely as

Em(x) = {(v,w):v eFm(x), L(x, v) <w <R}.

Now (x, y~) lies in Em (x) by assumption: we observe that in fact,

(3.13) (x-,y-)Gext4(x).

To prove this, suppose two points (v¡, w¿) e Em(x), i = 0, 1, obey

(X,j)= 2" [(V0,W0) + (VX,WX)].

Then w¡ > L(x, v¡) implies that while x = {-(v0 + vx),

f = L(x, x") = \(w0 + wx) > \L(x, v0) + \L(x, vx).
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This is compatible with the strict convexity of L(x, ■) only if v0 = vx = x"

and w0 = wx = j = L(x, x"). Thus (3.13) holds. We may therefore apply

Theorem 4.7 (with E = Êm, q = -X, and -re = -p + v ) to deduce that

(p-v ,p)e XdL(x, x) + NGtF (x, x),
m

p G XdvL(x, 1c) + NFJx)(1c).

But the sets Fm(x) and F(x) are indistinguishable on a neighborhood of x ,

and similarly GrFm is identical to GrF on some open set containing (x, x).

Therefore the previous inclusions are unchanged if the subscript wz is deleted

from F . Since L(x, v) = L(x, v) + M(v) for a smooth function M whose

derivative is 0 at the point (x, x"), it follows that these inclusions are identical

to (3.11) and (3.12).
To recover (3.10), we apply Theorem 4.4. It follows that

(3.14) (-p + v,x-)edHmX(x,p).

Now if a = 0, then Hm x = Hm x, so (3.10) follows directly. However, if

X = 1, then we may use Corollary 4.3(b). The estimate given there involves the

set d Hm x(x,p): let us show that

(3.15) dpHmA(x,p) = {x-}.

The inclusion D follows directly from (3.14) and [2, Proposition 2.5.3]. The

reverse inclusion follows from Young's identity, which implies that

v ednH   Ax,p) & v G arg   max {(p, v') -L(x, v')}.
P     ' v'eFmçx)

Now the function v' —y (p, v') - L(x, v') is strictly convex, so there can be

at most one vector v satisfying the latter relation. This vector must be x,

so (3.15) holds. Since dM(x) = {0}, the union in Corollary 4.3(b) actually

involves only one pair (v , z): thus that inclusion reduces to

dHmX(x,p)eco{(-n,v):(-n,v)edHmX(x,p)} = dHmA(x,p).

The desired result (3.10) follows from this estimate and (3.14).    G

Limiting conclusions. We now revert to fully explicit notation. Recall that for

each (t, x) G ß, the set F(t, x) is compact. Consequently Um=2 ̂ m = Ia > ̂ 1 >

where the measurable sets Am are defined by

Am = {te[a,b]: Fm_x(t,x(t)) = F(t,x(t))}.

But for t G Am , one has Fm(t, x) = F(t, x) for all x  sufficiently near x(0 ,

since Fm is Lipschitz in x . Hence Hm x(t, x , p) = Hx(t, x , p) for all x

near x(0 and p e R." . This gives dHmX(t,x(t),p) = dHx(t,x(t),p) for all

t e A   , p G R" . We use this observation to simplify the inclusion (3.10).
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Taken together, inclusions (3.10)—(3.12) and statements (om)-(cm) provide

sequential versions of all the desired conclusions of Theorem 1.1. It remains to

pass to the limit as wz —> oo. To do so, it is convenient to treat the measures

represented by each pm more explicitly, using the change of variables below:

î«('):=P„(fl)+  /   [Pm(r)-Vm(r)]dr>
Ja

dpm(t):=dpm(t)-qm(t)dt.

Note that the functions qm are absolutely continuous and satisfy qm(a) =

pm(a), while the E"-valued measures pm are N(t, x(0)-valued. It follows

that for almost every t e[a, b],

(3.16) \qm(t)\ < l0kH(t) (\qm(t) + pja, t)\+Xm) ,

(3.17) (-qm(t),t(t))edHXm(t,x(t)yQmit) + ßm[a,t))    (teAJ,

(3.18) (qm(t), qjt) + pja, 0) G XJL(t, x't) , *(<)) + NGrF{tr)(x(t), *(/)),

(3.19) qm(t) + pja, t) G XmdvL(t,x(t), t(t)) + NF{t-{t))0c(t)) ■

We also have

(3.20) (qja), -qjb) - pm[a, b]) e Xmdl(x(a), x(o)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)),

(3.21) Supp(//m)ç{iG[a,o] : (r, x(0) G bdry GrA},

(3-22) Xm + \qm(a)\ + Var(qjt) + pja, t) + pm{b}S{b)(t);[a,b]) = l.

The last assertion is equivalent to Xm + \pm(ti)\ + Yar(pm; [a, b]) = 1 ; it is

arranged by scaling. Inequality (3.16) follows from Lemma 3.2, while (3.17)—

(3.19) are the results of Proposition 3.3. Conditions (3.20) and (3.21) are tran-

scriptions of (bm) and (cm) above.

By successive extraction of subsequences, which we do not relabel, we may

assert the following:

1. The numbers Xm converge to some A G [0, 1] (by the Heine-Borel Theo-

rem).

2. The arcs qm converge uniformly to some arc q e AC([a, b];R"), with

qm ^ q weakly in Lx([a, b];Rn) (since \qm(t)\ < 10kH(t) a.e. by (3.16)

and (3.22), the Dunford-Pettis criterion implies that {qm} has a weakly con-

vergent subsequence in Lx ).

3. The measures pm converge weak* to some finite E"-valued Borel mea-

sure p on [a, b] (since (3.22), together with assertion 2, implies that each

component sequence of {pm} consists of real-valued measures with uniformly

bounded variation; we apply Helly's selection theorem to each component).

It follows from Proposition 2.7 that p = w*-lim/zm is itself N(t,x(t))-

valued. Consequently the limiting forms of (3.19)-(3.22) follow immediately,
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since only pointwise convergence is involved: we have

(3.23) q(t) + p[a, 0 G XdvL(t, x(t), ±(t)) + NF{t-{t))0c(t)) a.e.,

(3.24) (q(a), -q(b) - p[a, b]) G Xdl(x(a), x{b)) + Ns(x(a), x(b)),

(3.25) Supp(p) C {t e [a, b] : (t, x(t)) e bdry GrA},

(3.26) a + \q(a)\ + Yar(q(t) + p[a, t) + p{b}S{b}(t) ;[a,b]) = l.

Next we turn to the two inclusions involving weak convergence, starting

with (3.18). If X = HmXm = 0, then consider the set of functions

y0 = {(r(.),s(-))eLX([a,b];RnxRn) :

(r(t), 5(0) G NGlF{tr)(x(t), x(0) a.e.}.

This set is convex, and strongly closed in Lx([a, b]\ R2n). Hence it is weakly

closed. The sequence of functions on the left side of (3.18) converges weakly,

and its terms approach the set 5^ in norm since \\XmdL(t, x(t), x"(0) || x —* 0.

It follows that the weak limit of this sequence lies in ^ .

On the other hand, if Xm —> X > 0, then the same argument may be applied,

once <9*0 has been replaced by

«^ := {(r, s) : (r(t), 5(0) G XdL(t, x(t), x"(0) + NGTF{tr)(x(t), *(0) a-e-}-

In short, we have the following inclusion for almost all t e [a, b] :

(3.27) (q(t), q(t) + p[a, 0) G X8L(t, x(t), x"(0) + AGrf (/>m)(x(t), x(0).

As for (3.17), if Xm = 0 Vwz then the multifunction on the right side of (3.17)

is always dH0, and the limiting validity of this relationship follows from [2,

Theorem 3.1.7].

If Xm —► 0+, then for each wz there is a measurable selection zjt) e B

such that, by Corollary 4.3(a) below,

(-qjt), ¿(O) G 3H0(t, x(0 , qjt) + pja, t) + XmzJt)kL(t))

+ XmkL(t)B x {0}    a.e.teAm.

Again, the result follows from [2, Proposition 3.1.7].

Finally, if Xm —> X > 0, then qm/Xm -> q/X uniformly, with weak conver-

gence of the derivatives in L . The limiting validity of (3.17) is established by

dividing through (3.17) by Xm to obtain the following inclusion for almost all

tirxAm:

(- (<U')MJ , *(0) e dHx (t,x(t), (qJt)/Xm)+p[a, t)/Xm) ,

taking the limit with the aid of [2, Theorem 3.1.7], and then multiplying both

sides by X to get the final result:

(3.28) (-q(t),x~(t))edHx(t,x(t),q(t) + p[a,t))   a.e. te [a, b].

This notation is consistent with the results of all three cases.
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Now conclusions (3.23)—(3.28) correspond closely to the conclusions of

Theorem 2.8. The desired assertions of Theorem 1.1 follow immediately upon

reversing the change of variables made above: the proof of Theorem 2.8 pro-

vides a model for this reduction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4. Hamiltonian calculus

Necessary conditions for problem (P) typically involve functions of the fol-

lowing form:

(4.1) Hx(x, p) := sup{(p, v) -XL(x, v) : v e F(x)}.

In this section we study the generalized gradients of these functions for X > 0

from three different viewpoints. We also consider the generalized gradients of

the closely related function

f H Ax
(4.2) H(x,p,q):=\     ~fI HJx,

H_q(x,p), ifq<0,

0(x,p) + qR,    ifq>0,

at points (x, p, q), where q < 0. Our presentation offers a completely self-

contained description of the technical results underlying the main theorems of

this paper. All standing assumptions and notational conventions in §§1-3 are

abandoned (except for the useful motivation they provide), and we start with a

clean slate.

Assumptions. Let i/Cl" be a bounded open set. Throughout this section, we

assume the following.

(Al) The multifunction F: {7 =t E" has nonempty, compact, convex values,

and obeys the following Lipschitz condition for some constant kF > 0 :

F(y)CF(x) + kF\y-x\B   Vx, y G U.

(A2) For some constant e > 0, the function L: Gr(F + eB) —> E is Lip-

schitz of rank kL ; for each fixed x e U, the map v —> L(x, v) is

convex on F(x) + eB. (Here, of course, Gr(F + eB) = {(x, v) : x e

U, v eF(x) + eB}.)

(A3) The constant R > 0 appearing in definition (4.2) is large enough that

the sets F(x) n {v : L(x, v) < R} are nonempty for all x in U.

The most elementary properties of the functions Hx are recorded below.

4.1.  Lemma. Fix (x, p) e U x Rn and X>0. Then

(a) the function p —► Hx(x, p) is finite-valued and convex on Rn ;

(b) Young's identity holds: that is, for any v e Rn,

ve dpHx(x, p) e> Hx(x, p) = (p,v)- XL(x, v)

&peXdvL(x,v) + NF{x)(v);

(c) the function x —► Hx(x,p)  is Lipschitz of rank XkL + kF(XkL + \p\)

near x.
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Proof, (a) Obvious.

(b) Well known.

(c) Let vx(x, p) be any selection from arg max Hx(x, p). Given x, y e U

choose v G F(y) such that \v - vx(x ,p)\ <kF\y - x\. Then

Hx(y,p)>(p,v)-XL(y,v)

> {p , vx(x ,p)) + (p , v - vx(x, p))

-XL(x, vx(x,p))-XkL\(x, vx(x,p))-(y, v)\

> Hx(x, p) - \p\kF\y - x| - XkL(\y -x\ + kF\y - x\).

Since x and y are interchangeable in this computation, the result follows.   G

(a) Additional Lagrangian terms. Suppose that in addition to the multifunction

F and the Lagrangian L, a second function M: Gr(F + eB) -> R is given.

Assume that M satisfies (A2) with Lipschitz constant kM.  Let L(x, v) :=

L(x, v) + M(x, v), and define Hx(x, p) := sup{(p, v) - XL(x, v) : v e F(x)}

just as in (4.1). Our first order of business is to establish a relationship between

dHx(x,p) and dHx(x,p) valid in U xRn.

4.2. Theorem. For each (x, p) G U x E" , the following estimate holds:

(4.4) dHx(x, p) ç co\J{(-n, v) + (y, 0): (-n,v) e dHx(x,p-z),

(y,v)edKx(x,z)},

where the union is taken over all v e d Hx(x, p) and z e dvM(x, v), and

where A,(x, p) := sup{(p, v) - M(x, v) : v e F(x) + \eB} . In particular, one

has the following estimate, useful when kM is small:

(4.5) dHx(x,p) çco   U   {dHx(x,p-z) + kMBx{0}).
\A<kM

Proof. Let G = GrF , and S = Rnx(F(x) + jeB). Since x has a neighborhood

throughout which F(x) is a subset of F(x) + \eB by (Al), the following

identity holds for all (x, p) in some neighborhood of (x, p) :

(4.6) Hx(x,p) = sxxp{(p,v) - L(x,v)-VG(x,v)-M(x,v) - Vs(x,v)}
v€R"

= min{H. (x, p - z) + A, (x, z)}.
z6R"

The second identity in (4.6) reflects the duality between addition and infimal

convolution of convex functions (see [11, Theorem 16.4]). This computation

reveals Hx as the value function of a perturbed minimization problem. The

generalized gradient of such a value function can be evaluated using proximal

analysis, and a result of this sort appears in [18, Theorem 3.1]. Let h(z ; x, p)

denote the function in braces in the last line of (4.6). Then h is locally Lip-

schitz in all variables by Lemma 4.1, and satisfies the inf-compactness condition

[18,(3.2)]. Lemma 4.1 also implies that Hx is locally Lipschitz. In the notation
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of [18], it follows that d°°Hx(x, p) = {0} , so we may conclude via [18, (2.5)]

that

(4.7) dHx(x,p) Cco{(a,v) : (0;a,v) edh(z;x,p),  zeE(x,p)}.

Here S(x, p) denotes the set of points z e Rn at which the minimum defining

Hx(x, p) is attained. To obtain the estimate (4.4), we first enlarge the right-

hand side of (4.7) by replacing S(x, p) by R" . Then we estimate

dh(z ;x,p)c {(-ß ;-n,ß): (-re, ß) e ÔHx(x, p - z)}

+ {(S;y,0):(y,S)edKx(x,z)}.

It follows that if (0; a, v) belongs to dh(z;x,p), then there exist points

(-re, ß) e dHx(x, p - z) and (y,S)e dKx(x, z) for which v = ß = S and

a = -re + y . Thus (4.7) implies

(4.8) dHx(x,p)c co{(-re,v) + (y,0): (-re, v) edHx(x,p - z),

(y,v)edKx(x,z)}.

To obtain the restrictions on v and z which appear in (4.4), we observe that

(4.9a) (-n, v) edHx(x,p-z)^v edpHx(x,p-z)

^p-zedv[L + VG](x,v),

(4.9b) (y, v) e dKx(x, z)^ve dpKx(x, z)

^zedv[M + Vs](x,v).

Now (4.9a) implies that v e F(x) C int(F(x) + ^eB), so (4.9b) implies z g

dvM(x, v). This is the second restriction made explicit in (4.4). Moreover,

adding the two inclusions in (4.9) yields

p G dvL(x, v) + dvM(x, v) + NFm(v) = dv[L + M + ¥G](x, v).

This implies v e d Hx(x, p), and hence establishes the first restriction appear-

ing in (4.4). The proof of (4.4) is complete.

Now as we have noted above, the vectors v participating in the right side

of (4.4) all lie in F(x). Therefore the inclusion z G dvM(x, v) implies \z\ <

kM . Moreover, the inclusion (y, v) e dKx(x, z) implies that |y| is bounded

above by the Lipschitz rank of the function x —> Kx (x, z) near (x, z). This

rank is estimated in Lemma 4.1(c): replacing kf by ks = 0, kL by kM, and

a by 1 in that result, we deduce that \y\ < kM. The estimate (4.5) follows

immediately.   G

4.3. Corollary, (a) For all X > 0 and any (x, p) e U x R" , one has

(4.10) dHx(x,p)Cco   U    (dH0(x,p-z)+XkLBx{0}).
\z\<XkL
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(b) If the function M = M(v) appearing in Theorem 4.2 is independent of

x, then one has

dHx(x,p) Ç co       (J       {(-re, v) : (-re, v) e dHx(x,p- z)}.

vedpHx(x ,p)
z€dM(v)

(Note that equality holds if M = 0.)

Proof, (a) The inclusion (4.10) is an obvious identity for the case X = 0. We

therefore fix X > 0 and apply Theorem 4.2 with L replaced by the zero function

and M replaced by XM. These two choices obviously satisfy (A2), while the

Lipschitz rank of XM is XkM. Moreover, they imply Hx = HQ, so we may

write the estimate (4.5) in the form

(4.11) dHx(x,p) Ceo   J    (dH0(x,p-z)+XkMBx{0}).
\z\<*kM

This is precisely the desired assertion (4.10), except that the names of L and

M have been interchanged.

(b) If M is independent of x, then so is Kx(x, p) = M*(p). Hence all

vectors (y, v) appearing on the right side of (4.4) have y = 0. Also, one has

(0, v) G 9Aj(x, z) if and only if z G dM(v) : this condition needs to be

imposed only once.   G

(b) The q-dependence in (4.2). We now consider the generalized gradient of the

function H defined by (4.2). Corollary 4.3(a) proves useful in this analysis.

4.4. Theorem. For any (x, p) G U x E" and any q < 0, one has

(4.12) (-Tt,v,w)edH(x,p,q)  =»  (-n,v)edH_q(x,p).

Furthermore, for any (x, p, q) e U x E" x (-00, 0] and X > 0,

(4.13) (a/X,ß)edH_q(x,p/X)  o  (a, ß) e dH_Xq(x, p).

Proof. We first prove (4.13). Observe that for any (x, p, q) elfxR" x (-00, 0]

and X > 0,

(4.14) H_Xq(x,p)=XH_q(x,p/X).

This identity implies that H_x is differentiable at the point (x, p) if and only

if H     is differentiable at the point (x, p/X), and that in this case

VH_Xq(x,p) = (a,ß)  V  (a/X,ß) = VH_q(x,plX).

Therefore the equivalence (4.13) follows from [2, Theorem 2.5.1].

To prove (4.12), we consider two cases. Suppose first that q < 0. Throughout

the open set U x R" x (-00, 0), we have

H(x,p,q) = -qHx(x, p/(-q))
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by definition. Thus H is a product and composition of locally Lipschitz func-

tions, whose generalized gradient may be estimated using the product and chain

rules of nonsmooth calculus [2, Propositions. 2.3.13 and 2.6.6]:

dH(x,p,q)C {(-qa, ß, ßp/(-q) - Hx(x, p/(-q))) :

(a,ß)edHx(x,p/(-q))}

C{(-qa,ß) : (a, ß) G ÔHx(x, p/(-q))} x R.

According to (4.13), the set on the right side coincides with dH_q(x,p) x R,

and (4.12) follows for q < 0.

Now consider the case q = 0. Since H is locally Lipschitz, we have the

general relation (using [2, Theorem 2.5.1] with S = E x {0} in conjunction

with [2, Proposition 2.2.2] and [2, Proposition 2.1.5])

(4.15) dH(x,p,q) = coflimi-re,., u;., w¡) :

(-ni, vi, wt) e dH(xi, pi, q(),

iXj, p¡, q¡) ■^(x,p,q),q¡¿0 V/}.

Suppose, therefore, that a sequence (x¿, p¡, q¡) -* (x, p, 0) is given with qi ^ 0

V/'. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume either that qi > 0 for all i,

or that qi < 0 for all i. To treat the first possibility, note that in the half-space

where q > 0, one has H(x, p, q) = H0(x, p) + qR and thus

dH(x, p, q) = dH0(x, p) x {R}.

On the other hand, if the sequence (x(, pi, q¡) has qi < 0 for all /", then

the arguments of the previous paragraph, together with Corollary 4.3(a), yield

the estimates

ÔH(Xi, Pi, qi) C dH_q{Xi, zt) xR

Ç co    (J     {dH0(x ,p-z) + \q¡\kLB x {0}) x R.

l*l<l<M*i

The upper semicontinuity of the multifunction dHQ implies that the limit of the

sequence (-re,, vi, w¡) must lie in dH0(x, p) x E. Therefore any convergent

sequence as described in (4.15) must have its limit point in dH0(x, p) x E.

This establishes (4.12) in the case q = 0.   G

(c) An estimate involving the Lagrangian. Note that definition (4.2) is equivalent

to

H(x,p,q) = sup{((p ,q), (v , w)) : (v , w) e E(x)},

where E(x) := {(v, w) : v e F(x), L(x, v) < w < R}. Our next result

details the relationship between the multifunctions dH and GrE.

4.5. Lemma. For each (x, p) e U xRn and q < 0, one has

dH(x, p, q) C co (J {(-re, v, w) : (re, p, q) e NGrE(x ,v,w),

(4.16) (v,w)

(p,q)eNE(x)(v,w)}.
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Proof. Observe that definition (4.2) can be rewritten as

(4.17) (-H)(x,p,q)= min{(-(p,q), (v , w)) + VGtE(x, v , w)},

we®.

where E is the multifunction introduced above. The negative signs in (4.17)

appear because swodifferential analysis is best suited to marginal functions aris-

ing from m/wimization. The key to such analysis is the proximal subgradient

(or, equivalently, the proximal normal), and a suitable estimate of the gener-

alized gradient of -H may be extracted from [18, Theorem 3.1]. Indeed, let

h(v , w ; x, p, q) denote the function whose minimum is computed on the right

side of (4.17), and let E(x, p, q) denote the set of minimizing points (v , w) in

E" x E. Then h is lower semicontinuous everywhere, the value -H(x, p, q)

is everywhere finite, and the inf-compactness condition [18, (3.2)] is easy to

verify. In fact, -H is locally Lipschitzian, so

d(-H)(x,p,q) Ceo U {(n,-cf),-y/): (0,0;n,-tf>,-w)
(v,w)e S{x,p,q)

edh(v, w;x,p,q)},

whence

dH(x,p,q)Çco y        {(-re, tf>, y/): (0, 0; re, -tf>, -yp)
(v,w)€ =.(x,p,q)

edh(v, w;x,p, q)}.

Now elementary subdifferential calculus implies that

(v , w) G E(x, p , a) & (p , q) G NE{x)(v , w)

and that

/a   n j.        n     ai./ n       j (n,p,q)eNG    (x,v,w),
0, 0; re, -4j, -\p )edh (v , w , x , p , q) => \ u\t'

{ (cf>, y/) = (v,w).

Therefore (4.16) follows.   G

In applications of the estimate (4.16), the following result is useful.

4.6. Proposition. For any (x, p) e U xR" and q < 0, one has

(4.18) (p, q) e NE(x)(v, L(x, v)) => p e -qdvL(x, v) + NF{x)(v),

(n,p,q) eNGrE(x, v,L(x, v))

=>  (7i, p) G -qdL(x, v) + NGrF(x, v).

Proof. Fix any point (x, v, L(x, v)), where x e U and v e F(x). Then

there is a neighborhood of this point throughout which the following identities

hold locally:

Gr£ = epi(L + 4>Grf ),     E(x) = epi(L(x, •) + VF{x)(-)).
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The desired inclusions follow immediately from this observation and the general

estimate

Nepi(i+vs)(s > 'GO) S í(f • -£): ^ edl® + Ns®},

which holds for any closed set SCR", locally Lipschitz function l: S -> R,

and point s e S. A proof of this estimate may be found in [7, Lemma 4.1 ].   G

4.7. Theorem. Let (x,p) G C/xl" and q < 0. Let (v, L(x, v)) be an extreme

point of the compact convex set E(x). Then any point (-re, v, L(x, v)) in

dH(x ,p ,q) satisfies

(4.20) p G -qdvL(x, v) + NF{x)(v),

(4.21) (7i,p)e-qdL(x,v) + NGrF(x,v).

Proof. Applying inclusion (4.16) at the point (x, p, q), we find that the vector

(-re, v , L(x, v)) belonging to the left-hand side must admit the decomposition

N

(4.22) (-re, v, L(x,v)) = J2a¿~ni' vi> wi)>
i=X

for some N e N and ai > 0 with ^2a¡ = I, where

(4.23) (n¡,p,q) G NGtE(x, v^Wf),

(4.24) (p,q)eNE{x)(v¡,w¡).

Inclusion (4.23) implies that each (v¡, w¡) belongs to E(x). By assumption,

(v, L(x, v)) is an extreme point of this set, so the last two components of (4.22)

force (v¡, w¡) = (v , L(x, v)) for all /. Consequently the right sides of (4.23)

and (4.24) are actually convex cones independent of /', and (4.22) implies

(4.25) (-it,p,q) eNGrE(x,v, L(x,v)),

(4.26) (p,q)eNE(x)(v,L(x,v)).

The desired results follow from (4.25)-(4.26) via Proposition 4.6.    G

Remarks on dH0(x, p). As noted in the Introduction, Hamiltonian necessary

conditions for the Generalized Problem of Bolza in the absence of a calmness

hypothesis have been given by Clarke in [6]. In the normal case, the right-hand

side of Clarke's Hamiltonian inclusion is simply dHx , as it is in ours. But in

the abnormal case, the right-hand side of Clarke's inclusion is Y(t, x(t), p(t)),

where (dropping the i-dependence for clarity)

Y(x,p) := clco{lim(e¡.<r3¡., v¡): (</>,-, v¡) G dHx(xn pJeA,

(*/»/»<)-» (x,p),ei -^0+}.

(This follows from [6, Proposition 4.1].)  Upon substituting -re( = ejtf)i and

using identity (4.13), we find that

T(x, p) = clco{lim(-re(., vt) : (-re., v,) e dHt{xi, p.),

(Xj,p¡) ^(x,p),e¡^0+}.
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Note that every sequence (-re(, v¡) appearing on the right-hand side of this

relation is bounded by Corollary 4.3(a). Indeed, any such sequence obeys

{-x,,v,)ecQ   U    {dH0(xnpi-z) + eikLBx{0})    Vi.
\z\<e¡kL

Consequently lim(-re;, v¡) e dH0(x, p) and we deduce that

Y(x,p)cdH0(x,p).

Hence Clarke's form of the abnormal Hamiltonian inclusion implies ours.
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